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Developing Educational Videos for Deaf Students in Sign Language 

Bruno Jose Betti Galasso, Dirceu Esdras Teixeira   

(Instituto Nacional de Educação de Surdos, Núcleo de Educação Online, Brazil) 

Abstract: This paper introduces the production stages of the bilingual courseware designed by the Online 

Education Center (NEO) of the National Institute of Education for the Deaf (INES). The production of the digital 

learning objects is analyzed in its technical aspects (pre-production, translation and post-production) and in light 

of the principles of multimedia learning. Given the current gap in what concerns bilingual courseware for deaf 

education, our contribution to the discipline is setting essential parameters for this kind of production. Throughout 

the paper, the workflow for the bilingual courseware production is organized in 15 stages, giving special attention 

to the roles of the translator-interpreters, who take turns as translator-presenter, translator-supervisor, and 

translator-proofreader. The findings in this paper suggest that references of multimedia learning when combined 

with the guiding principles of deaf education can engender a new methodology for courseware design. These 

innovative and interdisciplinary methods can contribute to advance our knowledge and production of bilingual 

courseware in Libras/Portuguese. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the last years, there has been an exponential growth in the offer of bilingual education (Brazilian Sign 

Language — Libras/Brazilian Portuguese) for Brazilian deaf students (BRAZIL, 2015). In April 2002, the passing 

of the Federal Law n° 10.436 recognized the Brazilian Sign Language — known as Libras — as an official 

language within the country. From that moment onwards, public policies started to be constructed to spread 

bilingual education, ensuring the teaching of Libras as the first language and written Portuguese as the second 

language of deaf students.  

 Drawing on these important achievements, bilingualism is offered aiming to complement the country’s 

common educational curriculum in a “dialogical, functional and instrumental” perspective (BRAZIL, 2005). Yet, 

there is still little bilingual courseware available in the country. For instance, according to Moraes, Scolari and 

Paula (2013), a significant part of the literature for technical courses is produced solely in Portuguese. In such 

cases, deaf students must rely on in-class translations and are not offered the possibility of reviewing the content 

and studying from courseware designed in their first language. The participation of Libras interpreters within the 

classroom, still small in relation to the amount of deaf students in the country, is also a result of the lack of 

appropriate courseware and bilingual lecturers. In addition, the majority of Libras interpreters do not hold the same 
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academic degree of the course lecturer, which makes the translation of specific topics particularly difficult. At times, that 

results in content distortions or misunderstandings, affecting directly the learning process of deaf students (Sousa; 

Silveira, 2011). Together, all of these issues aggravate the full inclusion of deaf students into the academic community.   

The way in which bilingualism has been mostly practiced in Brazil has an impact in the potential of deaf 

students to develop cognitively through sign language. The vast majority of schools and universities do not have 

the needed infrastructure to properly educate deaf students, nor the teaching methods in accordance with the 

specificities of Libras and deaf culture (Machado, 2002). In other words, inclusive public policies when 

incorrectly managed might result in inefficient educational practices, especially when these students’ first 

language is not included. 

The aim of this paper is to help filling this gap by presents the several stages of production of the bilingual 

courseware designed by the Online Education Center (NEO) of the National Institute of Education for the Deaf 

(INES). These materials are analyzed in their theoretical and technical aspects (pre-production, translation and 

post-production) against the description of multimedia learning priniciples and INES’s conception of bilingual 

digital objects. 

2. The Bilingual Courseware Production 

 Given that text or video do not exist outside the material support that allows students to read and/or see them, 

the concept behind the courseware is developed according to the type of support that will promote access to a 

specific content (Chartier, 2002). In order to meet the growing demand for bilingual materials, INES — a direct 

and specific administration body of the Ministry of Education and the National Reference Center in the Area of 

Deafness — created NEO to promote and follow up with the continuous improvement of multimedia didactic 

materials. 

 The work developed by NEO seeks to expand on the actions of dissemination of knowledge in the field of 

deafness, as well as of Brazilian Sign Language, in light of innovative educational approaches and the integration 

of new information and communication technologies, aiming at human development and the integration of deaf 

community’s needs in relation to INES. Within this context, several work arrangements are organized for the 

construction of bilingual didactic materials through the use of project management methodologies, in which the 

tasks, work plan and roles are defined for the activities previously selected. 

 Mainly for serving deaf students and considering the visuospatial aspects of Sign Language, the production 

of didactic materials carried out by NEO is entirely digital, focusing on the development of digital learning objects 

designed by a multidisciplinary team (teachers/lecturers, educational designers, graphic designers, scriptwriters, 

translators-interpreters, and studio staff). Thus, a collective workflow is structured and divided into three major 

phases (pre-production, translation, post-production), which are illustrated below in Figure 1. 

The pre-production phase of the learning objects is organized into 5 stages and conducted through the 

platform designed by NEO staff (neo.ines.gov.br/professor). The platform was created aiming to facilitate the 

courseware production flow and allow online interaction between its users. The first step to producing a bilingual 

digital object consists of the development of the learning content by the teacher-author (stage 1). When accessing 

the platform, the lecturer is automatically directed to his/her subject, where he/she can create a script containing 

the main elements of the courseware being designed (stage 2). When elaborating the script, the teacher-author has 

a lecturer’s guideline available for consultation, which was specifically designed to help him/her creating the 
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bilingual courseware. 
 

 
Figure 1  Main work flow stages for bilingual courseware production (Libras/Portuguese). Pre-production: (1) 

Teacher-author supplies the content; (2) Teacher-author posts the screenplay in the platform; (3) Educational 

designers make adjustments to the content and forward it to the lecturer; (4) Screenwriter organizes the content in 

television format; (5) Teacher-author and educational designer validate the screenplay for production, Platform 

Translation; (6) Translation team validates texts; (7) Study and rehearsal with the presenter; (8) Draft recording 

with presenter and translator-interpreter; (9) An approval is made by the translator-supervisor; (10) Recording at 

studio and proofreading by translator-proofreader – Studio Post-production; (11) Editing cuts sent to animation; 

(12) Videographics and animation process; (13) Voiceover recording; (14) Sound design and subtitling; (15) 

Finalization in the editing suite. 
 

All the material produced by the teacher-authors is reviewed by educational designers (stage 3), who are part 

of NEO's multidisciplinary team and are responsible for shaping each subject in accordance with the needs of deaf 

students. The language used in a digital learning object is expected to touch students in a conceptual and amusing 

way; it is the educational designer's responsibility to make the learning an effective multimedia experience in 

accordance with the lecturers' different approaches. 

Following on these tasks, the content is sent to the screenwriter who makes the necessary adjustments to 

adapt the lecturer's content into a recording technical language (stage 4), that is, the screenwriter transforms the 

teacher-author’s directions into a nonverbal language. When it comes to bilingual education, it is imperative to 

focus on visuality and imagery. The finalization of the script shows the dialogical and representative quality of the 

bilingual courseware not only for the deaf public, but also to those able to hear. Before ending the pre-production 

phase, the teacher-author and the educational designer validate the changes made by the screenwriter to make sure 
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the content is ready to be translated (stage 5). Once that is done, the translation phase starts to be produced. 

The translation process of course content from written Portuguese into Sign Language relies on a permanent 

team of translator-interpreters at NEO. The main team is composed of three translators, who take turns depending 

on the course unit as: translator-presenter, translator-supervisor, and translator-proofreader. Regardless of the 

translating methodology, the translation is an essential step towards the designing of successful bilingual 

courseware. Such process is developed through an integrated teamwork, which is important to ensure the high 

quality of the final product in accordance with NEO’s parameters for deaf education.  

 The translation phase, therefore, starts with the script validation, when NEO members discuss previous 

textual information and other relevant questions individually (stage 6). In the next step, the translator who will 

present the video, i.e., the translator-presenter, works to adapt the script into the visuospatial language (stage 7). 

Following on such work, he/she transfers his/her text into the TP (teleprompter) and rehearses his/her video 

performance to optimize time when the recording is actually taking place (stage 8). In case the translator-presenter 

chooses to do his/her draft in video, the translator-supervisor can assist him/her during this process (stage 9). This 

procedure aims to minimize risks of excessive recordings and improve the translator-presenter’s performance for 

the final recording. 

Once the translator-presenter has done his final adjustments to the presentation, the recording takes place in 

NEO’s professional studio under the supervision of the translator-supervisor (stage 10). In order to complete the 

production phase, a translator-proofreader receives the recording and analyzes the translation. That means a team 

member who has not participated in any of the previous stages, as in any translation, is responsible for reviewing 

the video content in the editing suite. Besides collaborating with the video editor in the organization of scenes, the 

translator-proofreader helps with subtitles and other resources that will be used in the video, as well as in the 

reviewing of the signaling and other important technical aspects. 

The bilingual courseware post-production phase takes place in NEO’s editing suite with the help of a team of 

graphic designers and a video editor. The post-production starts with the importing, organization, and selection of 

the raw material. The video editor makes a careful visualization of each video clip, looking for eventual technical 

mistakes, working towards the selection of the best footage and creation of the project’s first cuts in accordance 

with the original script (stage 11). The edited material is then forwarded to the graphic designers, who will work 

on the necessary motion graphics and animations (stage 12). It is also at this stage that static images are produced 

and edited accordingly, such as illustrations, photographs, diagrams, graphics, and maps. 

Mayer and Moreno (2002) define the difference between animation, video, photograph, and other static 

images by explaining that animations are moving images created artificially, whereas a video shows real objects in 

moving images. The static images in the form of graphics are artificial object representations, whereas 

photography is a static representation of real objects. Therefore, the process of creating visual representations 

relies on different resources and graphic design software in 2 or 3 dimensions, as well as on different video editing 

platforms. 

The following stage comprises the recording of the voice over which will narrate the video (stage 13). A 

professional voice over artist (male or female, depending on the presenter’s sex) records the Portuguese versions 

of the video content based on the edited material. Once the voice over is recorded and edited accordingly, it is 

time to produce a suitable sound design track (sound effects and soundtrack) and the Portuguese subtitles (stage 

14). Finally, the post-production ends once the video editor mixes the sound design (voice over included) and 

synchronizes the Portuguese subtitles into the video (stage 15). Given that the final video will be available in two 
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different languages (Libras/Portuguese), it is imperative that the video editor and the translator-interpreter 

collaborate in the process of synchronizing the Sign Language with the voice over and Portuguese subtitles. 

3. The Bilingual Visual Production 

When designing bilingual courseware, we must take into account the main available explanations for how 

our brain processes information during the learning process. According to Mayer (1997), one of the most 

important areas of cognitive psychology advances the understanding of technology as a tool to promote efficient 

learning. Currently, there is a growing body of literature on multimedia instruction and learning focusing on 

hearing students and the studies featuring deaf students or the hearing impaired are extremely rare. 

According to the main cognitive theories, concrete and effective learning occurs through steps or stages. For 

instance, Mayer’s (2005) Multimedia Learning Cognitive Theory provides important insights when looked 

through the perspective of deaf students. The processing of information starts from the moment a deaf student 

assimilates images and words from a multimedia presentation, for instance from a video in Libras. In order to 

properly take in the content, the written words and images go through the deaf student’s eyes and are briefly 

represented in the sensorial memory. Following on into the working memory, the deaf student selects the main 

words, organizing them within a verbal model, and the main images are, in turn, organized within a pictorial 

model. Through this organization, an integrated information model is constructed within the dead student's brain. 

This integrated model is directed linked to the long-term memory, where the deaf student can activate the 

pre-existing knowledge to be connected with the verbal and pictorial models previously processed in the working 

memory. Finally, the resultant knowledge is saved in the long-term memory. 

3.1 The Principles Based on Evidence From Multimedia Learning  

The cognitive model proposed by Mayer (2005) describes some of the main propositions behind multimedia 

learning, defined following his evidence-based theories, all of which must guide the bilingual courseware 

production. The main principles are: 

3.1.1 The Multimedia Principle — Words and Images Together Are Better Than Words Only 

This principle proposes a combined use of images and words in order to allow the brain to process more 

information in the working memory (Sweller, 2005). People learn better when exposed to words and images than 

when exposed to words only. In this context, words include written and spoken text, and images include videos, 

animations and static graphics. 

In deaf education, in which Libras is the communication device, images are essential to the comprehension of 

academic concepts. When combined with words, images are vital to help deaf students in the learning process. 

Due to its visual-gestural quality, Libras can be presented in synchronicity with Portuguese, respecting the phrasal 

structure of each language, and composing the two needed informational channels for bilingual education. 

Similarly, in the courseware designed at NEO, we synchronize Libras and graphic interventions. This simultaneity 

allows deaf students to respond to several styles of integrated learning, increasing their comprehension of the 

course’s content. 

Likewise, we ensure the voice over is properly synchronized with the video graphics and the sign language 

itself. The interaction between the image and the Portuguese subtitles guides the students’ comprehension, 

proposing a textual interpretation of the video. In the classroom learning, for instance, deaf students must divide 

their attention between the lecturer’s visual presentation and the Libras translator. When bilingual digital 
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courseware is used, there is a significant increase in the chances of compatible comprehensions among students, 

setting a singular dynamic for the learning process. Furthermore, applying this principle to the design of bilingual 

courseware also serves the hearing students, given the previously mentioned synchronicity between the Libras 

signaling and the Portuguese subtitles and voice over. 

3.1.2 Spatial Contiguity Principle — Words Must Appear Next to Images 

This principle advances spatiality as a didactic element for deaf students’ learning. Animations, as a reality 

representation, help to confirm the meaning conveyed by the text. From a bilingual education perspective, the use 

of images next to words allows an interface mechanism between the two languages (Libras/Portuguese), as they 

are part of the daily linguistic habit of deaf and hearing students. Considering the spatiality of the sign language, 

the written words must be part of the deaf presenter’s speech, for there is a spatial interference between the written 

Portuguese and Libras gestural movements. Therefore, a truly bilingual learning object is designed based on the 

integration between both languages in a given project. 

3.1.3 Segmentation Principle — The Content Must Be Presented in Parts: 

This principle states that people learn best when a multimedia class presentation is organized in parts within 

the student's own rhythm, and not as a continuous unit. In this context, NEO’s digital learning objects are designed 

with several layers of theoretical understanding in order to make the students learn through the videos segmented 

content.  

In Figure 1, the illustration shows the knowledge construction process though the use of didactic motion 

graphics, that is, while the presenter explains a concept in Libras, the animation presents the concept in segmented 

illustrations, facilitating the content assimilation by deaf students. 
 

 
Figure 1  The Knowledge Construction Process Presented in Segments and Linked to the  

Graphic Representation of the Content 

4. Conclusion 

The process of designing bilingual courseware requires the commitment of a multidisciplinary workforce 

able to undertake pedagogical (lecturers), linguistics (translator-interpreters), and technical and creative (recording, 

graphic design and editing) tasks. 

The methodological approach designed by the Online Education Center at INES, organized in the 15 stages 

described above, has positively impacted the complexity and quality parameters of the bilingual courseware, 

affecting the use of time, costs and the final result of the courseware. Given that we understand Libras as the main 

communication device, deaf and/or bilingual presenters collaborate throughout the entire courseware design 
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process taking Libras to the highest level. 

Despite being predominantly designed in Portuguese by hearing teacher-authors over the pre-production 

phase, it is during the translation phase that the main parameters are defined for the course content. That is 

because the correlation between Libras and Portuguese is set out based on the sign language visual production, 

with approximately 5 minutes of signaling for each page in Portuguese. The lecturers who make use of the 

Portuguese language can, thus, produce the appropriate scripts to be recorded in Libras considering the other 

stages of the courseware development. When it comes to aspects related to the video recording, the duration limit 

should be up to 3 hours to avoid the physical and mental wearing down, frequent errors and interruptions, and the 

downgrading of the translator-presenter's posture and facial/corporeal expressions. 

During the translation phase, methodological and practical aspects are intertwined in all of NEO staff’s 

activities, which do not exclude the relevance of the theoretical framework. Differently from what it is observed in 

other theoretical approaches, above all the traditional ones, NEO’s translation methods do not understand the role 

of the translator as merely mechanical. On the contrary, he/she has a critical role, not being passive or unmindful 

of the information to which he/she is being exposed. Within this context, the translator critically questions the 

content, its functions and pedagogical goals; always considering it will be later translated for the deaf community. 

As a result, the courseware that has been better received by deaf students are those in which the translation is 

properly contextualized and free from lexical literalism, thus being adequate not only in terms of language but in 

terms of translation into the sign language culture. 

In order to build a congruent bilingual material, the post-production phase aims to incorporate the spatiality 

of the sign language into the written words, generating a third informational pathway characterized by the 

illustrations and animations created by the graphic designers. These elements help to compose a truly bilingual 

and integrated courseware (video, text, voice over, animation, and subtitling). 

Finally, these findings suggest that references of multimedia learning when combined with the guiding 

principles of deaf education can engender a new methodology for courseware design. These innovative and 

interdisciplinary methods can contribute to advance our knowledge and production of bilingual courseware in 

Libras/Portuguese. 
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